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Ucs xml api model documentation? - cisco community I have been trying to locate the ucs api model
documentation, but i cannot seem to find it. according to the "cisco ucs manager xml api programmer’s guide,
release 1.x" it should be found here: Splunk add-on for cisco ucs - documentation Configure inputs for the
splunk add-on for cisco ucs. configure your inputs on your data collection node, which is usually a heavy
forwarder. you can configure your inputs using either the splunk web ui or configuration files. Cisco_ucs (cisco
ucs server monitoring) - ca unified The cisco ucs server monitoring (cisco_ucs) probe is a tool for managing the
health and performance of your unified computing system (ucs). the cisco unified computing system is a nextgeneration data center platform that unites computing, networking, storage access, and virtualization into a
cohesive system designed to reduce total cost of ownership (tco) and increase business agility. Cisco ucs
hardening guide - tools.cisco.com Cisco ucs structure. secure network operations . secure network operations is
a substantial topic. although most of this document is devoted to the secure configuration of a cisco ucs device,
configurations alone do not completely secure a network. the operational procedures in use on the network, as
well as the people who administer the network, contribute as much to security as the Cisco ucs b-series best
practice & deployment guide | tintri Cisco ucs b-series blade servers are a popular server choice. a typical ucs
configuration includes a fabric interconnect (fi) with two separate fabrics, and there are some important
considerations for configuring tintri vmstore storage systems in the ucs environment. Technical support &
documentation - cisco systems The cisco cli analyzer (formerly asa cli analyzer) is a smart ssh client with
internal tac tools and knowledge integrated. it is designed to help troubleshoot and check the overall health of
your cisco supported software. Solved: visio icon - ucs logical - cisco community Solved: hi all, i am looking
for ucs logical visio icon and can't seem to find them, such as 6100 fabric interconnect and 5108 chassis, like
this i found this link, but there are only phsyical icons, not logical ones. Source types for the splunk add-on for
cisco ucs - splunk Source types for the splunk add-on for cisco ucs. the splunk add-on for cisco ucs assigns all
cisco ucs data the source type of cisco:ucs. in addition, the add-on automatically assigns a source to the event
based on the classid associated with the event.
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